
AS IT WAS ON RUN 3798  

AT SG. TEKALA (5/9/2016)  

HARE : RUSELL JONES ON-CASH 

 

 

Left KL at 430 and traffic to today’s runsite was excellent or maybe due to early 

departure, reach Sg Batangsi/Tekala in 45 minutes “ wunderbar .” Lots of time to be 

busybodies, and surprise to see a boot out members been accepted to run with us as 

guest in Gila Kong. What a shame!!! 
 

 

Look up the horizon loom a big mountain and given that one of our reputed 

co-hare is in the mob,then the question started to pop up, will I be able to made it to 

the top with the group FOO and co. 
 

 

Come half pass five saw Kana and Gary Murrell kicking off and decided to join then 

and take the casual walk to the usual in trail path,  pass the first check to the left along 

the laterite road without going through it as our past  experience tell us that it should 

be a straight on trail. After more then 300 meters there lie  the  continuation paper, 

pass the fruit plantation and now the start of the unforgiving  uphill climb to the second 

check going downhill to the indon’s labour quarter.  Again from past experience, we 

decide to continue with the uphill climb and there lie the 2nd check continuation trail 

till we reach the top of the mountain summit where the 3rd check was laid near the 

farmer’s hut . 
 

 

Again as both of us trust our instinct, we back down to go the usual way and break 

the 3rd check within second and proceed further after much discussion  on whether we 

should proceed which by own account could be a long run given the repo of the mob’s 

co-hare.  Still on top of the mountain ridges we reaches the 4th check and contemplate 

to go further down , look at our watch, its’ now 6.37 and question, where are the 

hashers, front runners, looking  down the 4th back check trail we didn’t have balls to 

go further but the fear in both of  us  brought us down to our knee and decided to 

backtrack and follow the in trail. 
 

 

At 6.45pm met up with FROPs Monkey, Ah Kah, Mountain Goat, Sotong , Chai and 

Young Yap ,  and immediately causes those back marker in San Kai Mine, Kou Wong, 

and two others to backtrack as well.  While on the way down near the in-trail papaya 

plantation bump into the 2 FROPs short cutter in Chai and Y. Yap strolling back.  

Back to runsite in bright daylight and within seconds, Frops in Monkey and Sotong 

were back at 7.20pm and learned that the first illegal check was too far away and the 

connecting trails was more than 400 meters away!!! 
 

 

Kenny Soh is a replacement Bomoh for next week hare And, with the hare give 

freebies nice singlets Bomoh charges Soo Bee and Bull Ong not wearing the hare 

singlets, deserved for song No5. 
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The short cut bastards Guo wong and Yong Chau Tan, have been charged, 

lost and found a folding chair and a pair of shoe keeping by On Sec. No 

body  claims it. Preston Lim’ father Condolences fund collected By Kenny 

Soh, Hareline Joint master. Hare Song No. 5 competition by YOUNG Yap 

and YOUNG Hew. 

 

Free On On is at the runsite by Hoi Loong Wong Catering. Thank 

You for Good Run , Good ONON, Many Thanks to On Cash. 
 


